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KWC ISLA

All-round
perfection

For some people, design is the number one concern. For
others, it might be convenience or quality. Then there
are those who simply want everything to be just right. It
is for these people that we have designed KWC ISLA:
elegant, functional and precise, right down to the smallest
detail.

Well-rounded
Your everyday life just got even more enjoyable and convenient: The swivel
spout and lever create one striking design ensemble, while the generous swivel
range simplifies routine tasks.

KWC ISLA

Functions

jetclean
The jetclean faceplate prevents limescale
from building up on your kitchen spray
nozzle and does some of your cleaning
work for you. When water is ﬂowing, the
cone-shaped holes on the faceplate expand, dislodging any limescale deposits.
The holes go back to their normal size
when the water ﬂow is switched oﬀ.

turn and clean (tac)
If limescale deposits build up on the
faceplate of your faucet, the turn and
clean fastening mechanism will come
to your aid: simply turn, clean and the
job is done.

Control with contact
The pull out spray gets warm but never
too hot thanks to its insulated hot water
guidance system.

Precision craftsmanship
Special positioning pins ensure that the
spray on the spout is always in the right
position.

Jet types
Just one press of the diverter button on
the shower head is all it takes to switch
from a full Neoperl® spray to a fine
needle spray.

Twist-safe
The connecting piece between the pullout spray and hose prevents the hose
from becoming twisted or knotted and
makes it easier to work at the sink.
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Product range overview

Lever mixer
– Swivel spout 160°
10.371.023.000FL all chrome
A 225

Lever mixer
– P ull-out spray with KWC jetclean
– up to 700 mm pull-out length
– automatic diverter reset
– H ose guide, swivelling 95°
10.371.033.000FL all chrome
A 225

The product range, models and technical details are subject to change.
Dimensions are given in mm.
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